
FIND OUT WHY RAM RANCH LYRICS VIDEO 
IS MAKING EVERYONE FASCINATED?

Along with the iconic 80s drum intro, the opening of ram ranch lyrics video which starts as “18 naked cowboys in the showers at 
Ram Ranch” are sure enough to get everybody’s head turning and fascinated. 

There is actually a lot of other information about this song which you would surely want to know. So as you scroll down, you will find 
out all the details about it such as an overview of the song, how it spread among the people around the world, what are the other 
versions of this song and what MacDonald said about it. So keep reading to find out all the information about it. 

Overview of ram ranch lyrics video

Ram Ranch is a song by a surreal erotic artist, Grant MacDonals who features the over-the-top sexual lyrics with drum beats. This 
was released on 30 August, 2012 and it became popular online on a  platform called Twitch as a way to troll Bait and Switch video. 

Spread of ram ranch lyrics video

This song did not become famous online for many years until some years later it was picked up by some Twitch streamer Ice 
Poseidon fans. On 27 July, 2016, a thread in the Ice Poseidon subreddit mentioned about this song.

https://dnalyrics.com/2020/02/ram-ranch-lyrics-official-expectations-vs-reality.html


So according to the user called SharkKarambwan, fans of the streamer would request to play this track when he opens up song 
requests on his channel. Then, a few months later, a streamer called Asian Andy uploaded a video of himself playing the song at 
Blizzcon which gained over 145,000 views. Then, on 10 December, 2017, another streamer called UKOGMonkey uploaded a clip in 
which he was seen playing the track in Guitar Hero without even knowing that this song sometime back has gained over 150,000 
views. 

Additionally, this song was also used in many of the Youtube poop videos. Even on 6 July, 2017, a Youtuber called Danny889 
uploaded a parody with Hidden Valley Ranch commercial which also gained over 30,000 views. Again, a Peter Hurts His Knee 
parody with this song posted by AidenLoewenVideo on 16 March, 2018 gained more than 5000 views. And so this is how the song 
started to spread among people and people got to know about it and because of its lyrics, it also got intrigued by everyone.

Other versions of ram ranch lyrics video

As the Ram Ranch continued to gain so much popularity, it didn’t remain unnoticed to Grant MacDonald. He began to release many 
other versions of videos of this song starting from 2017. All these videos were given a random number, though unrelated to the 
version but also kept the over-the-top sexual lyrics. 

And so out of all the other songs that were made, the most popular was Ram Ranch 7 which was uploaded on 5 June 2018, a 
version of US Marines keeping the Ram Ranch under siege and until now, this video has managed to get over 2 Million views.



What did MacDonald say about the song?

He, who is a big fan of country music, said that Nashville refused to play the ram ranch lyrics video because it was about guys. As 
the world of music is not receptive to his overtly sexual songs, he also noted that he just wants to have fun. He further said that 
“There’s no question I love having fun with the risque side of the cowboys, afterall, it’s his risque overtone which gained him a lot of 
fans from all over the world. I hope that they start listening to it the way that they are meant to be listening to this”.

Conclusion

Ram ranch lyrics video was a song by Grant Macdonald who is a Canadian-based musician, actor, adult film producer who released 
it in 2012. But it did not get recognised in the starting days of its release until a Twitch streamer introduced this song and used it and 
then soon after, many other streamers also started to upload a video of themselves with this song which later gained over a thousand 
views and eventually became popular among people.


